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Abstract

This paper addresses the interplay of actuator
properties and reduced longitudinal stability of a
civil aircraft. The considered aircraft is the fu-
ture concept VELA (Very Efficient Large Air-
craft) which is very sensitive to centre of grav-
ity displacements. A simple feedback controller
scheduled as a function of the centre of gravity
position guarantees modal handling quality spec-
ifications for a wide range of positions. Special
interest is laid on aft positions because these re-
duce the longitudinal stability and impose a de-
manding task on the elevator actuator. Limits of
c.o.g. positions are inferred from the interrelation
of handling qualities, fluctuation of actuator de-
flection and slew rate during flight in turbulent
atmosphere and fatigue inflicted upon the actua-
tor.

1 Introduction

Civil aircraft have undergone a significant change
in terms of their flight mechanic conception.
To ensure controllability, civil aircraft were de-
signed to be naturally stable in the whole flight
domain. With the technological advance though,
today’s developments seek to reduce natural sta-
bility because this allows for the use of smaller
stabilising surfaces, reducing mass and drag, and
thus also the impact on the environment. As a
consequence, the natural aircraft with reduced
stability does not necessarily meet the handling

quality requirements for certification. Therefore,
a control system has to be installed which guaran-
tees the minimal specifications for certification.

Rather than focusing on the definition of the
stabilising control system, this paper examines
the interplay of control surface actuators and an
artificially stabilised aircraft. The considered air-
craft is the future concept VELA1, which was de-
veloped within the framework of a European re-
search project. It represents a two-tailed blended
wing-body configuration that surpasses the cur-
rent A380 in mass/capacity as well as in geome-
try specifications.

The VELA1 concept is very sensitive to cen-
tre of gravity (c.o.g.) displacements [1]. This af-
fects trimming the aircraft as well as controlling
it. The latter poses a demanding task for the el-
evator actuator when considering aft c.o.g. posi-
tions (Xg) [2].

The closed-loop behaviour of the aircraft
short-period oscillation (SPO) is scrutinised for
flight in turbulent atmosphere during take-off and
approach, i.e. low speed, as these flight phases
are critical w.r.t. handling qualities. The expected
command fluctuations due to the controller are
examined and fatigue and damage caused there-
with are determined.

The paper is organised as follows. Section
II presents modelling aspects, section III gives
the theoretical background and poses the prob-
lem with the application to the aircraft. Theory
is given on the calculation of fluctuations evoked
by random signals in linear systems as well as on
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fatigue and damage inflicted on actuators under
strain. Section IV presents the results and con-
cluding remarks end the paper.

2 Aircraft and atmosphere modelling

In this section, the aerodynamic and flight me-
chanics models are introduced. For the aerody-
namic model, validated numerical data which en-
sure modelling at a very detailed level were di-
rectly drawn from the VELA project. For the
flight mechanics model, the general rigid body
equations of motion are considered [10]. The air-
craft has a mass rangeM ∈ [550t, 770t] with a
nominal inertiaIyy,nom= 44.8 ·106kgm2. Refer-
ence data is listed in Table 1.

Reference surface S = 2012 m2

Mean aerodynamic chord l = 35.93 m
(≡ Reference length)

Wing span b = 99.60 m

Table 1 VELA reference values

2.1 Equations

The rigid body flight mechanics equations are
expressed in the body frame coordinate system.
The angular velocities of the aircraft are defined
by the vector~Ω = (p,q, r)T , with p being the roll
rate,q the pitch rate andr the yaw rate.

With ~V being the velocity vector of the air-
craft in aircraft coordinates and~h= J~Ω the angu-
lar momentum (whereJ is the tensor of inertia),
the dynamic equations are:

m~̇V = Σ~Fext+m~Ω×~V +m~g (1)

J~̇Ω = Σ~Mext+~Ω× (J~Ω) (2)

The external forces~Fext and moments~Mext

exerted on the aircraft come from aerodynamic
loads (~Faero, ~Maero) and thrust loads (~Fthr, ~Mthr).
With the dimensionless aerodynamic coeffi-
cients, the aerodynamic loads read:

Faero =
1
2

ρSV2
aero





CX

CY

CZ



 (3)

Maero =
1
2

ρSlV2
aero





CL

CM

CN



 (4)

whereSandl are the reference area and reference
length,ρ the density of the ambient air andVaero

the aerodynamic speed. The coefficients are de-
scribed in the body frame. The inertia tensor is
symmetric with respect to the aircraft symmetry
plane(x,z) and reads:

J =





A 0 −E
0 B 0
−E 0 C



 (5)

For the complete description of the model, the
equations for pitch angleθ, yaw angleφ, head-
ing ψ and the kinematic equation for the verti-
cal speed were also implemented. After a change
of variables, one obtains the state vector with the
nine state variables:

X = (V,α,β,θ,φ, p,q, r,h)T (6)

The outputs of the model include the load fac-
torsnX, nY andnZ in the body frame.

2.2 The aerodynamic model

The aerodynamic data are tabulated and allow for
the reconstruction of all six aerodynamic coeffi-
cients (CX, CY, CZ, CL, CM andCN). These are
functions of the angle of attackα successively
combined with yaw angleβ, rotational veloci-
ties p, q andr, accelerationṡα andβ̇, and finally
the control surface deflections (elevator, rudders
- left and right - and wing control surfaces A1 to
A10 - ailerons and spoilers)1.

The aerodynamic data are given for the ref-
erence pointXre f which is placed at 30.7% of
the mean aerodynamic chordl . The model is
parametrised as a function of the dimensionless
c.o.g. displacementdxg along the x-axis:

dxg =
Xg−Xre f

l
(7)

1Only the elevator is used in this paper.
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2.3 Equilibrium and linearisation

The equilibrium is chosen to be straight, level,
symmetric flight at zero altitudeh (take-off, ap-
proach), low speed (Mach = 0.2), massM =
550t and with ḣ = Vz = 0 m/s. The system dy-
namics can be linearised about the equilibrium
( f (Xeq,ueq) = 0) as follows:

Ẋ = f (X,u) ≈ f (Xeq,ueq)+

∂ f
∂X

∣
∣
∣
∣
Xeq,ueq

X̄ +
∂ f
∂u

∣
∣
∣
∣
Xeq,ueq

ū

Y = g(X,u) ≈ g(Xeq,ueq)+ (8)

∂g
∂X

∣
∣
∣
∣
Xeq,ueq

X̄ +
∂g
∂u

∣
∣
∣
∣
Xeq,ueq

ū

with X̄ = X−Xeq ( ˙̄X = Ẋ) andū = u−ueq. This
leads to:

˙̄X = AX̄ +Bū

Ȳ = CX̄ +Dū (9)

with Ȳ = Y−Yeq.

The partial derivatives∂ f
∂X , . . . are calculated using

the centered difference quotient:

∂ f
∂Xi

(X,u) =
f (X + εei ,u)− f (X− εei ,u)

2ε
(10)

whereei is the vector of the i-th component of the
state vectorX. ε gives the precision and is set to
10−4.

For the sake of legibility the ‘bars’ will be
omitted in future reference.

2.4 Actuator model

In this subsection, we briefly give the linear trans-
fer used to model the elevator actuator of the air-
craft:

Hact(p) =
1

Tactp+1
. (11)

This model has been chosen for two reasons.
Firstly, the model behaviour in terms of fre-
quency and step response is comparable to a
fairly exact model provided by the industry when
the actuator time constant is set toTact = 0.06s.
Secondly, this simple parametrisation allows for

clear and interpretable results as regards actuator
bandwidth2 needs.

2.5 Model of the turbulent atmosphere

Flight in turbulent atmosphere can be modelled
with the help of a random signal (Gaussian white
noise) at the input of the linearised aircraft. This
random signal is filtered by a transfer incorporat-
ing the atmospheric properties. A spectral Dry-
den representation (12) (i.e. the energies of the
horizontal and vertical speeds of the turbulent at-
mosphere are functions of frequency) facilitates
simulation and analysis:

ΦWx(ω) =
2σ2

xLx

πV
·

1

1+
(
Lx

ω
V

)2

ΦWz(ω) =
σ2

zLz

πV
·

1+3
(
Lz

ω
V

)2

[

1+
(
Lz

ω
V

)2
]2 (12)

ω is the frequency in rad/s,Lx andLz are char-
acteristic scale lengths of the turbulence inx and
z direction, respectively.σx and σz (turbulence
intensity) are the associated standard deviations.
Normalising these spectra yields:

Z ∞

0
ΦWx/z

(ω)dω = σ2
x/z. (13)

The atmospheric conditions in our case are set
to stormy conditions and are characterised by the
following values:

Lx = Lz = 50m and σx = σz = 5m/s. (14)

3 Determination of actuator activity and fa-
tigue

This section provides the theoretical background
needed to determine the actuator activity and fa-
tigue related to a given equilibrium point depend-
ing on Mach number, altitude and position of the
centre of gravity.

2The time constantT of a first order transfer with DC
gain 1 is related to its bandwidthbw via bw≈ [0; ωc] with
ωc = T−1.
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3.1 Passage of a random signal through a lin-
ear system

Consider a linear system whose input is a white
Gaussian noisew. Then its statex and outputy
are also random signals. If the deterministic input
is u(t) = 0, we can state the following theorem
[9]:

Consider a linear system:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+Mw(t) (15)

where w(t) is a stationary white Gaussian
noise with a power spectral density W. m(t0)
represents the mean and P(t0) the covariance of
the initial random state x(to). Therefore, x(t) is
also a random signal

– with mean

m(t) = E[x(t)] = e(A(t−t0))m(t0) (16)

– and covariance

P(t) = E[(x(t)−m(t))(x(t)−m(t))T]. (17)

These fulfill the differential equation:

Ṗ(t) = AP(t)+P(t)AT +MWMT . (18)

Assuming that the system is asymptotically sta-
ble it will tend towards steady-state behaviour.
ThereforeṖ = 0 and P(t) = P. This yields the
Lyapunov equation:

AP+PAT +MWMT = 0 (19)

The output equation of the linear system
y(t) = Cx(t) delivers the covariance matrix S(t)
of output y(t):

S(t) = CP(t)CT (20)

In steady state, witḣS= 0 and S(t) = S, the stan-
dard deviation of the i-th state variable is the
square root of the i-th diagonal element of S:

σ2
i = Sii (21)

3.2 Theory of fatigue and damage

3.2.1 Sinusoidal stress

Consider a material exposed to stresse(t) (for ex-
ample compression or torsion). The damage to a
sinusoidal prompting

e(t) = σ sin(ω t +φ)

of amplitude (level)σ which is repeated duringn
cycles is

d =
n
N

(22)

whereN is the maximum number of cycles at
level σ causing the first crack or finally the rup-
ture.N is usually given by the well–known Wöh-
ler curves, see for example [4].

We are interested in the so calledarea of fa-
tigueof the Wöhler curve. The stress on the com-
ponent does not cause plastic deformations but
the repeated application debases the structure of
the material and triggers earlier or later the ap-
pearance of the first crack. The Basquin law,

Nσb = C, (23)

is an analytical approximation for the Wöhler
curve within the fatigue area. It depends on two
material constantsb andC3.

One of the most commonly used rules to esti-
mate the overall damage is the Palmgren–Miner
theorem [4]. It states that the overall damageD
is the sum of the damagesdi at different levels

D = ∑
i

di = ∑
i

ni

Ni
(24)

which means that rupture occurs whenD = 1.

3.2.2 Stochastic stress

Following [8], the Palmgren–Miner theorem (24)
becomes the mean damageD

D = T n+
p

Z +∞

0

q(σ)

N(σ)
dσ (25)

3The material is assumed to be aluminium 6144 T4 with
dimensionless constantsb = 14.0 andC = 2.26·1078.
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for a stochastic stresse(t) applied during the time
spanT and with a probability densityq(σ) for
the occurrence of a positive extremum of levelσ.
The mean number of positive extrema duringT is
calledT n+

p = T
R +∞

0 q(σ)dσ. Using the Basquin
law, (25) becomes

D =
T n+

p

C

Z +∞

0
σbq(σ)dσ (26)

It can be shown [5], that the density functionq(σ)
for a Gaussiane(t) is a combination of a Gaus-
sian lawG(0,

√
1− r2) and a Rayleigh lawR(1)

with the irregularity factorr as parameter.
Assuming that the signal is very regular, i.e.

r ≈ 1 and henceq(σ) a Rayleigh law, (26) re-
trieves to

D ≈
T n+

p

C

(√
2σe

)b
Γ

(

1+
b
2

)

(27)

with σe the standard deviation ofe(t). In fact,
this approximation is even still valid for smallr.
It will be used further on.

Assuming that the signal is irregular, i.e.
r = 0, q(σ) is Gaussian,n+

p can be easily eval-
uated via

n+
p =

1
2π

σė

σe
(28)

Combining (28) and (27) delivers finally the rela-
tion of the mean damageD duringT

D ≈
T

2πC

√
2

b
Γ

(

1+
b
2

)

σėσb−1
e (29)

i.e. the mean damageD due toe(t) depends on
the standard deviation ofe(t) and the standard
deviation ofė(t).

3.2.3 Impact on the actuator

The considered failure case of the elevator actu-
ator is the rupture of the hydraulic jack due to
stress. The stresse is hence the force acting on
the jackFj divided by its sectionSj

e=
Fj

Sj
.

The forceFj on the jack is given by the lever arm
c j between the jack and the elevator surface and

the aerodynamic hinge momentMhinge applied at
the control surface:

e=
Mhinge

Sj c j

Like Maero in (3), the hinge momentMhinge is also
a function of the aerodynamic pressureρV2, the
reference surfaceS, the mean aerodynamic chord
l and the deflection of the control surfaceδm. It
also depends on the Mach numberMa and the
configuration of the aircraft,con f. In a first linear
approximation forMhinge, it can be written

e≈
1
2ρV2Sl f(Ma, con f)δm

Sj c j
≈ K δm (30)

which means that the stresse is almost propor-
tional w.r.t. δm. Because of this linearity, the
standard deviations ofe, ė are also proportional
w.r.t. the standard deviations ofδm and ˙δm. The
mean damage (29) can hence approximately be
expressed by the deflectionδm and its speed˙δm
as follows:

D ≈ Kg σ ˙δmσb−1
δm (31)

with

Kg =
T

2πC
Γ

(

1+
b
2

) (√
2K

)b
(32)

and

K =
S
Sj

l
c j

1
2

ρV2 f (Ma, con f) (33)

as shown in [8, 6].
The standard deviations ofδm and ˙δm have

already been determined with (19) and (20) by
a Lyapunov analysis of the closed-loop aircraft
system. Hence, the associated damage can be di-
rectly computed using (31)–(33).

3.2.4 Accumulated damage

As shown in [8, 6], a flight mission can be di-
vided in several phasesi, each characterised by a
certain aircraft model, control law, flight condi-
tions and stochastic filtersWi modelling the main
excitations. Again, white Gaussian noise is the
input. As the damage is cumulative (as shown be-
fore), it suffices to evaluate each mean damageDi
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separately using (29) and to sum theDi to obtain
the mission damageDmissionusing some weight-
ing factorswi . The latter represent the time spent
within the flight phasei compared to the total
mission duration.

The weighting factors with regard to turbu-
lence can also be determined, when considering
probabilistic data, as in [3]. Turbulence of a cer-
tain deviationσturb are assumed to appear with
a certain probabilityPσ. This value multiplied
with the total service time of an aircraftTtotal

gives the time during which the aircraft is proba-
bly exposed to a certain type of turbulence. Thus,
one obtains a weighting factor of the examined
damage-type compared to the aircraft service life.

Nevertheless, the analysis will be limited in
this paper to the take-off and approach phases,
whose conditions where described in sections 2.3
and 2.5. The accumulated damage will not be
shown, but a relative damageDN is presented
which depends on the c.o.g. position, and hence
on the degree of natural stability. It represents
the damage atXg normalised by the damage at

the reference pointXre f : DN =
DXg

DXre f
.

3.3 Application to the aircraft

3.3.1 Variables influenced by turbulence

The aerodynamic speedVaero is composed of the
inertial speedsvx andvz in combination with the
wind componentsWx andWz:

vaX = vX −Wxcosθ+Wzsinθ
vaZ = vZ−Wxsinθ−Wzcosθ (34)

and hence

Vaero =
√

v2
aX +v2

aZ (35)

αaero = tan−1
(

vaZ

vaX

)

(36)

For small wind perturbations, the linearised ex-
pression for variables speedVaero and angle of at-
tackαaero read:

Vaero = V −Wxcosγ+Wzsinγ (37)

αaero = α−
Wz

V
cosγ−

Wx

V
sinγ (38)

In order to render the model more precise, the
gradient of the vertical wind is taken into ac-
count, which has an effect onto the pitch rate of
the aircraft. The pitch rate then becomes:

qa = q+qw where

qw = −(α̇− α̇aero)

= −
Ẇz

V
cosγ−

Ẇx

V
sinγ (39)

The wind component inz-direction produced by
this extra wind pitch rate is added toWz by the
means of a transfer (pseudo-derivation)

Hqw(p) =
p

1+ τqwp
with τqw =

4b
πV

, (40)

where the size of the aircraft is taken into account
via its wing spanb.

3.3.2 The complete linearised model

The focus of this paper is on the SPO, which can
be extracted from the full state-space representa-
tion of section 2.3. A reduced three-state longitu-
dinal system (aircraft statesα andq and actuator
stateδm) with vertical wind (w) and elevator (δm)
as inputs is obtained:

ẋred = Aredxred +Bredu

yred = Credyred +Dredu (41)

with

xred =





α
q

δm



 yred =

(
α
q

)

u =

(
w

δm

)

As the model has especially been parametrised
as a function ofXg, this reduced system can
be systematically calculated for each c.o.g. dis-
placementdxg within the considered target range.
Static feedback controllersδm= (Kα, Kq) · (α, q)T

have been synthesized for eachXg assuring the
specifications for the SPO in Table 2.
These values were chosen in order to be
compliant with the military specifications
MIL-STD-1797 [7], assuring minimum handling
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Damping ratioξ Frequencyω
0.3 / 0.7 0.8 rad/s

Table 2SPO specifications.

qualities during take-off and landing (damping
ratio ξ = 0.3). A second, higher damping
(ξ = 0.7) is also considered as to identify the
influence of the modal specifications for the
basic control law.

The loop between aircraft states[α, q] and el-
evator inputδm can now be closed and the com-
plete linearised system can be rewritten as:

(
Ẋw

ẊCL

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ẊCLw

=

(
Aw 0

BCLCw ACL

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ACLw

(
Xw

XCL

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

XCLw

+

(
Bw

0

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

BCLw

ew

(
uw

YCL

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ẎCLw

=

(
Cw 0

DCLCw CCL

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

CCLw

(
Xw

XCL

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

XCLw

(42)

The subscriptsCL andw denote the matrices and
vectors associated to the closed-loop system and
to the wind, respectively, where the only system
input is the Gaussian white noiseew.

3.3.3 Actuator activity and fatigue

The newly obtained system matricesACLw, BCLw

andCCLw are now considered for the calculation
of the standard deviations. The Lyapunov equa-
tion (19) then becomes:

ACLwP+PAT
CLw+BCLwBT

CLw = 0 (43)

The covariance matrix is derived from (44),
which is evaluated for alldxg in the range of in-
terest [−10%; 10%].

S= CCLwPCT
CLw. (44)

With the help of these deviations calculated for
specific flight conditions, we can infer the actua-
tor activity as a function ofdxg as well as of the
actuator time constantTact.

4 Results

This section is dedicated to the presentation of
the results. In a first step, the evolution of the

necessary gains on the aircraft states[α, q] is de-
tailed. In a second step, the related actuator ac-
tivity (in position and rate) is presented, from
where we will derive the damage increment in-
flicted upon the actuator.

4.1 Gain vsXg

The necessary gain to guarantee the SPO specifi-
cations depends on the specifications themselves
as well as on the c.o.g. positionXg of the lin-
earised aircraft and the selected actuator time
constantTact. Fig. 1 shows this relation for a fixed
damping ratioξ = 0.3.
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1

G
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n 
K

q 
(°

/°
.s

)
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fwd aft 

c.o.g. displacement dxg = (X
g
 − X

ref
) / l

Fig. 1 GainsKα, Kq as a function ofXg andTact,
ξ = 0.3.

As expected, the gainKα rises with aft
Xg as it predominantly affects the SPO fre-
quency/module. The linearised poles of the nat-
ural aircraft tend to become aperiodic with aftXg

and to lose on the degree of stabilityλ4 and hence
on the module which needs to be compensated by
the gain. The actuator bandwidth causes small
changes in gain. As concerns the gain inKq,
which plays a major role w.r.t. the SPO damping,
the impact of the actuator bandwidth is stronger:
it can even cause a change of the algebraic sign
of the necessary gain in order to obtain the same
pole placement.

4The degree of stability of a state matrixA is
−maxi Re(λi), where theλi are the eigenvalues ofA.
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Fig. 2 Influence of modal specifications on gains.
Tact = 0.06s, ξ = 0.3/0.7.

Remark: Based on the assumption thatKα tunes
the system frequencyω andKq modifies the sys-
tem dampingξ, it is interesting to state the fol-
lowing: Fig. 1 shows us that there existXg for
which the actuator does not have an influence
on the frequency of the system and others for
which there is no actuator influence on the sys-
tem damping.

With Tact fixed, the effect of the choice of the
imposed damping is visualized in Fig. 2. The
choice of a higher damping does, contrarily to
the expected, reduce the norm of the gains. This
fact becomes clearer when recalling the natural
behaviour of the SPO poles. From being peri-
odic for forwarddxg with damping ratioξ ≈ 0.3,
the poles become aperiodic (ξ = 1) for dxg ≈ 0,
i.e. Xg ≈ Xre f , and unstable fordxg > +2%. This
states that the natural damping ratio is quite high
throughout a large part of theXg-range, and hence
less energy (gain) is needed to impose a damping
ratio of 0.7 than for 0.3 with the same fixed fre-
quency of 0.8rad/s. In other words, choosing
minimal handling qualities may not be the best
choice in order to obtain minimal gains.

4.2 Activity vs. Xg

As the considered aircraft (VELA) does not have
a separate horizontal plane for trimming, the ele-
vator is used to maintain the equilibrium. Thus,

deviations of the elevator deflection in turbulent
flight have to be added to the initial trim deflec-
tion.

Deflection or rate deviations are plotted for
1σ (dashed), covering 68% of all fluctuations ex-
pected to be encountered, and 3σ (continuous)
covering 99.7%. These are functions ofXg and
the actuator time constant. Red lines denote an
actuator time constant ofTact = 0.06s.

Vertical dashed lines indicate two c.o.g. po-
sitions of interest: position of manoeuvre point
and zero static margin point. Horizontal continu-
ous lines indicate typical values for saturation in
position and rate of the elevator actuator.
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Fig. 3 Boundaries of the elevator deflectionδm.
Tact ∈ [0.06s; 0.48s].
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Fig. 4 Boundaries of the actuator rateδṁ.
Tact ∈ [0.06s; 0.48s].
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Fig. 5 Influence of modal specification onto el-
evator deflection boundaries.Tact = 0.06s. Red:
ξ = 0.7, green:ξ = 0.3.
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Fig. 6 Influence of modal specification onto ele-
vator rate boundaries.Tact = 0.06s. Red:ξ = 0.7,
green:ξ = 0.3.

Fig. 3 displays the sum of elevator trim de-
flection and deviations with the modal specifica-
tion ξ = 0.3. We can infer limits for the allow-
ableXg displacementdxg, with 9% forward and
3% on aft, according to where the deviations dis-
respect saturation constraints. The impact of the
parameterTact is negligible.

Fig. 4 shows the actuator rate fluctuations for
ξ = 0.3. The effect of the parameterTact is very
clear. A rapid actuator causes higher rate fluctua-
tions and hence a very small range ofXg, whereas
a slower actuator can widen the allowable c.o.g.
range clearly. The actuator plays the role of a fil-
ter. Still, nonlinear simulations show that values

of Tact > 0.2scause a significant loss in manoeu-
vre handling quality. The resultingXg-range is
much tighter. A recommendation for an actuator
with a higher slew rate saturation can be given.

Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate the influence of
the choice of the imposed damping ratioξ: the
Xg with minimum fluctuation is moved aft for a
higher damping ratio (ξ = 0.7). As concerns ac-
tuator rate, a higher damping ratio shifts the range
of allowableXg to aft positions, but does not in-
fluence its size. With regard to fluctuations in po-
sition though, a higher damping can reduce fluc-
tuation and therefore widen the accessible c.o.g.
area.

4.3 Damage vs.Xg
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Fig. 7 Normalised damageDN =
DXg

DXre f,ξ=0.3
as a

function of dxg. ξ = 0.3, Tact ∈ [0.06s; 0.48s].
Red (thick):Tact = 0.06s.

Fig. 7 shows the normalised damageDN for
each c.o.g. displacementdxg. The data are dis-
played logarithmically and show the enormous
increase in damage for extreme aftXg. The ac-
tuator time constant influence is visible and al-
lows for damage differences of order 101 to 102

for forward Xg. The mean damage rises with a
higherTact, which becomes clear when recalling
that deviations in positionδm cause significantly
higher damage than those in rateδṁ. Compare
with (31) and Figs. 3, 4.

Fig. 8 demonstrates the impact of the choice
of the imposed damping ratio for a fixedTact. For
the sake of comparability, the damage values for
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damping ratioξ = 0.7 have been normalised with
DXre f,ξ=0.3 as well. Damage is notably lower
for all displacementsdxg more aft than−4%.
Only extreme forward positions incorporate dam-
age higher than theξ = 0.3 case.
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Fig. 8 Influence of modal specifications onDN.
Normalised withDXre f,ξ=0.3. Tact = 0.06s. Blue
(continuous):ξ = 0.3, red (dashed):ξ = 0.7.

One should keep in mind, that these values
are normalised. The absolute damage inflicted
for Tact = 0.06s at the reference pointXre f is
DXre f,ξ=0.3 = 4.76·10−5s−1 for ξ = 0.3. For
ξ = 0.7 it is only DXre f,ξ=0.7 = 2.16·10−7s−1.
As rupture of the component is expected atD = 1,
the life expectancy atXg = Xre f is Tli f e = D−1

Xre f,
if assumed that the fatigue is caused exclusively
by the extreme turbulence so far examined during
take-off/approach.

5 Conclusion

The influence of actuator properties onto han-
dling qualities within the context of reduced sta-
bility for the future aircraft concept VELA has
been demonstrated in this paper. In particular,
the flight of the closed-loop aircraft with imposed
handling qualities for the short-period oscillation
in turbulent atmosphere has been analysed. As
results, limits for the centre of gravity position
have been derived from deflection and rate fluctu-
ations as well as the fatigue and damage inflicted
upon the actuator.
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